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Abstract 

This article aims to use empathy in the process of building legal awareness in the era of industry revolution 4.0. with 
a good legal awareness through hermaneutic approach will strengthen the role of law to provide certainty and 
justice, online communication can provide a different perception space so that it becomes one of the factors that can 
trigger the conflict and social tensions that encourage a moral shift of society who in his life get the convenience of 
utilizing digital technology such as virtual world both social media and online applications both paid and free.Ethics 
and morals in the perspective of legal psychology underlying empathy will reinforce the fulfillment of the 
comprehensive principles of justice that are necessary in building a legal consciousness with empathy in a society in 
the current disruption era in order to utilize technology civilized, intelligent and creative for obedience and order 
law. To understand the role and function of building legal awareness with empathy in the online legal order the 
author considers there are four main ways: 1) law as science, 2) law as policy, 3) law as culture, and 4) empathy. 
Keywords: Building, Legal Awareness, Online, empathy. 

 
1. Introduction 

Indonesia as the largest archipelagic state should have an infrastructure that connects all people, natural 
resources, raw materials, and various other networks. This can all be a whole network or a seamless network. 
Various data can be taken as a result of every point of activity. This is called Big Data1. Now the era of network 
development that we should have passed together consciously or unconsciously we walk along with the needs of 
nation and state. 

Today citizens of the world have many opportunities and facilities to connect with mobile devices, the 
discovery of byte byte data processing speeds of internet, the development of hard drive data storage capacity has 
increased the capacity of human knowledge beyond the conventional system obtained by children in school , how 
access to science is so openly real, unlimited and unprecedented. All this is no longer a dream, but has become a 
new technological breakthrough in the field of robotics, Internet of Things, autonomous vehicles, 3-D based 
printing, nanotechnology, biotechnology, materials science, energy storage, and quantum computing2. 

The various realities of the existing technological innovations are obviously happening not without cause. 
This is in line with the existence of technology and informatics that have an enormous impact on the changes and 
innovations that we feel. The need for effective and successful results enables producers to innovate and 
breakthrough into the lives of consumers, so that markets in the current sense of the place become conventional, 
characterized by a low level of relationship among principals, that agents act strategically to form a competitive 
advantage in such a way that the interaction between the two agents is facilitated by the third actor (Granovetter 
1973, Burt 1992, Uzzi 1997)3.  

If we look in detail did not rule out, the innovations made by old business actors who utilize online media 
raises the factor of horizontal conflict with other manufacturers located in the conventional comfort zone4. Where 
the use of technology makes it easier for consumers to access the production of goods or services of the maximum 
service with an efficient cost almost indefinitely space and time. This may affect transaction norms and relationships 

1 Jennie M. Xue, 2014, Revolusi Industri dan Big Data, KONTAN 17 Februari - 23 Februari 2014, p.  27 
2Kaus Schwab, Executive Chairman World Economic Forum 
3 Krishna, M.; Paul, G. D. Bino, The structure of Collaboratioan Networks: An Illustration of Indian Economics, 

Journal of Social Structure, Vol. 18, 2017 
4Edy Suandi Hamid, 2016,  Disruptive Innovation: Manfaat Dan Kekurangan DalamKonteksPembangunan 

Ekonomi, Jurnal Al-‘Adl, Vol. 9, N0. 2. 
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between business actors and consumers. In a recent survey, Rosenfeld and Thomas (2012) found that the internet 
quickly replaced traditional relationships, including families, schools, neighborhoods, workplaces and friends5. 

From these various descriptions it becomes important in this paper to build a real online legal awareness 
when put to good use and emphasize the attitude of empathy will be mutually supportive. Nevertheless, with the 
study method of descriptive socio-legal case of innovation in the use of technology that caused miscommunication is 
found in several regions in Indonesia such as Public Transport Online with application, online trading with 
application, social media, and others. With these emerging problems, the paper will show building online legal 
awareness is the need of scientific determinists with hermeneutic analysis knives how the regulation of text and 
context, can encourage the attitude of empathy raises morality and mutual implicative moral responsibility in 
utilizing the informatics technology. Furthermore, it needs to explore how to build legal awareness from the 
contextual side by empathizing in online surfing using cyber media. Last but not least is the implication of legal 
awareness raising a solution with an empathetic attitude in the internal life of a law communicate is the basis for the 
exercise of freedom and personal development to sacrifice strictly so that law as a limiting in the short-run 
relationship of human happiness as a necessary price of civilization and security6. 

 
2. Law as Science 

Law Science is a science with a special character. Thus the science of law is a separate science (sui generis)7. 
So that the quality of science feels in a difficult situation to be grouped on one branch of the science tree, both the 
branch of natural science, the branch of social science, and the humanities branch8. But based on scholarly 
characteristics, according to Bernard Arief Sidharta9, the science of law belongs to a group of practical sciences, 
although as medicine, the science of law occupies a privileged position in the classification of science, not because it 
has a long history, but also because of its nature as a normative science and its direct impact to human life and 
society carried by its nature and its problems. So in the context of legal awareness development seen in the 
sociological dimension requires an empathy attitude because it is directly related to life and live in a community that 
has a social order into internal and external agreements in relationships between communities. Prevention of 
miscommunication becomes more important than law enforcement when miscommunication results in horizontal 
problems. 
 
3. Law as a policy 

Kliejn Policy as a conscious and systematic action, by using means that fit with clear political objectives as a 
step-by-step goal10. Jim A Kuypers Policy as an arrangement of: a. objectives chosen by public administrators for 
both self-interest and group interests. b. the means and times they choose11. 

In Friend's view Policies are essentially a position that once declared will influence the success of decisions 
to be made in the future12. Carl.J.Frledrick Policy as a series of actions proposed by a person, group or government 
in a particular environment by showing obstacles and opportunities for the implementation of the policy proposal in 
order to achieve certain goals13. James E Anderson Policy is a set of actions that have a specific purpose that is 
followed and implemented by a person's offender or a group of actors to solve a particular problem14. 
 

5 Felmlee, Diane H.; Kreager, Derek A., 2017, The Invisible Countours Online Dating Communities: A Social 
Network Perspective, Journal Of Social Structure, Vol. 18. 

6 Spinoza, 1982, “The mind's conatus, or power, is the very essence of the mind”, IIIp54dem, p. 136. 
7 Philipus M. Hadjon, Pengkajian Ilmu Hukum Dogmatik (Normatif), dalam “Yuridika”, Jurnal Hukum Universitas 

Airlangga Surabaya, No. 6 Tahun IX, November – Desember 1994, p. 1. 
8 Titik Triwulan Tutik, 2014, Hakekat Ilmu Hukum Ditinjau dari Filsafat Ilmu dan Teori Ilmu Hukum, Jurnal 

Hukum dan Pembangunan Tahun ke-44 No.2 April-Juni 2014 
9 Bernard Arief Sidharta, 2000,  “Refleksi Tentang Struktur Ilmu Hukum”, Bandung: Mandar Maju, p. 113. 
10 Kliejn, 1978, All Agreements are translated from Patries Haberer at al., De Buurtaanpak (The neighborhood 

approach). The Hague : State Publisher. 
11A Hoogerwerf,1973, Isi dan Corak-Corak kebijakan (Overhead Beleid), Terjemahan R.L.L. Tobing, Jakarta, 

Erlangga, hlm. 7 
12Imam A Saukani & A. Ahsan Tohari, 2010, Dasar-dasar Politik Hukum, Cetakan ke 6, Jakarta, PT. Raja Grafindo 

Persada, p. 22. 
13Carl.J.Frledrick, Man and His Government, (New York: Mc Grow Hill, 1973), p. 79 
14James E Anderson, Public Policy Making (New York, Paeger Publisher, 1979), p. 3 
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4. Law as a culture 
As Lawrence M. Friedman argues that legal culture or legal culture can be interpreted as a pattern of 

knowledge, attitudes, and behavior of a group of people against a legal system. From these patterns, we can see the 
level of integration the society with a visible legal system Easily. this level of integration is characterized by their 
level of knowledge, acceptance, trust and dependence on the legal system15. 

The legal culture is the common common response of a particular society to the legal phenomena. The 
response is a unified view of legal values and behavior. Thus a legal culture shows the pattern of individual behavior 
as a member of society that describes the same responses to the living law of the community concerned16 

Based on some of these opinions, it can be said that the culture of a nation is very influential on the condition 
of the nation's legal consciousness. Therefore, the discussion of the legal consciousness of a nation is greatly 
influenced by the development of its society, including the influence of socio-cultural values which is the soul of a 
nation (volkgeist). Similarly, said by Esmi Warassih Pujirahayu (2005: 96), in talking about the law we can not be 
separated from other non-legal factors, especially the value factor and attitude and public opinion, all of which are 
called legal culture17. Law reform begins with a culture renewal or a legal culture because the existence of a legal 
culture greatly affects the substance and structure of the law. 

Legal culture according to Satjipto Rahardjo is the values and attitudes of society that can affect the workings 
of the law18. Lawrence M. Friedman uses the term legal culture to describe a number of interrelated phenomena. The 
legal culture / legal culture as intended by Lawrence M. Friedman is the whole of the public attitudes of the public 
and the values in society that will determine opinions about the law19. Thus the existence of legal culture becomes 
very strategic in determining the choice to behave in accepting the law or reject the law. In other words a law will be 
a law that is really accepted and obeyed by the community is largely determined by the legal culture of the 
community concerned20. 

Based on Lawrence M. Friedman's opinion, the legal culture can be interpreted as a pattern of knowledge, 
attitudes, and behavior of a group of people against a legal system. From these patterns, it can be seen how far a 
society can accept the existence of a legal system21. This legal culture is also interpreted as an atmosphere of social 
thought and social forces that determine how the law is used, avoided, or abused, the following attitudes and values 
that affect both positive and negative effects on behavior related to law enforcement are: legal structure, legal 
substance, and legal culture22. 

Daniel S. Lev distinguishes the legal culture in two maca. The first is "Internal Legal Culture, which is the 
legal culture of citizens who carry out specific legal duties, such as lawyers, police, prosecutors and judges, and 
Second," External Legal Culture ". namely the legal culture of society in general / society at large23. Daniel S. Lev 
sees that in order to understand legal culture, there are practical ways that can be done by taking into account two  
indicators, namely (1) values related to social governance and conflict management. These values are the basis of 
the culture of the legal system and are helpful in determining the "place-giving system" of legal, political, religious 
and other institutions at any place and time in the history of a society: (2) basic assumptions on the dissemination 
and use of existing resources in society, social good and bad and so forth. These assumptions, continued Daniel S. 
Lev, are in the ideological view of economic, political and social change and are directly proportional to the change 
of society, with the possibility of culture being special or vice versa24. 

15 Lawrence M. Friedman, 1989,  Law, Lawyers, and Popular Culture, 98 YALE L. J. 1579  [hereinafter Friedman, 
Law, Lawyers, and Popular Culture]. 

16 Hilman Hadikusuma. 1986,  Hukum Kekerabatan Adat, Fajar Agung. p. 11 
17 Esmi Warassih Pujirahayu, 2005, Pranata Hukum: Sebuah Telaah Sosiologis, Suryandaru Utama, Semarang. p. 

96. 
18 Satjipto Rahardjo, 1983,  Permasalahan Hukum di  Indonesia, Alumni, Bandung. p. 12. 
19 Lawrence M. Friedman, 1980,  Sistem Hukum perspektif Ilmu Sosial, Nusamedia, Bandung. 
20 Any Ismayawat,i Pengaruh Budaya Hukum Terhadap Pembangunan Hukum Di Indonesia (Kritik Terhadap 

Lemahnya Budaya Hukum di lndonesia), PRANATA HUKUM Vol. 6 Nonor 1 Januari 2011 
21 Friedman M. Lawrence, 2009,  Sistem Hukum ; Perspektif Ilmu Sosial(The Legal System ; A Social Science 

Perspective), Bandung: Nusa Media, p. 33. 
22Lawrence M. Friedman, 1980, Friedman M. Lawrence, Lawrence M. Friedman, American Law An Introduction 

(Hukum Amerika sebuahPengantar) Second Edition, Penerjemah Wishnu Basuki, (Jakarta : Tatanusa , 2001), p. 
7-8. 

23Daniel S. Lev. 1980, Peradilan Agama Islam Di Indonesia, Intermasa, p.  192-193. 
24Ibid. 
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Based on some of these opinions, it can be said that the culture of a nation is very influential on the legal 
conditions of the nation. Therefore, to build awareness of community law is strongly influenced by the development 
of society itself, including the influence of socio-cultural values that are the soul of a nation (volkgeist). Similarly, 
said by Esmi Warassih Pujirahayu (2005: 96), in talking about the law we can not escape from other non-legal 
factors especially the value factor and the attitude and views of society, all of which are called legal culture25. So 
basically reform (development) law must start from the renewal of culture or legal culture because the existence of 
legal culture greatly affect the substance and structure of law. The thing that needs to be noticed in legal 
development is that the legal culture of Indonesia is changing along with the changes occurring within the 
Indonesian society itself. The formation of legal culture can not be separated from the consideration of culture and 
characteristics of society. The legal culture that grows in society is the embodiment of the order of values which is 
the foundation of the foothold in the nation and the state. This is very influential on the end results  of legal 
development, for it needed a step to change the legal culture can actually increase the development of law with the 
results that can help realize the ideals of the Indonesian nation. 

It can be argued that the legal culture is the whole of the factors that determine how the legal system can be 
accepted within the cultural framework of society, therefore the so-called legal culture is none other than the whole 
factor that determines the existence of the legal system to obtain its logical place in the cultural framework belongs 
to the general public. In short it can be said that the so-called legal culture is the overall attitude of the citizens and 
the value system that exists within society that will determine how the law should apply in the society concerned. 
The growing legal culture in society is a manifestation of the values that are the foundation of a nation and state. 
Legal culture is not a personal culture but a whole culture and a particular society as a whole of attitudes and 
behavior. 

Thus from some sense of legal culture we can understand that the legal culture of Indonesia is going on the 
movement along with the changes that occur in the lndonesian society itself. The crucial problem nowadays is the 
degradation of legal culture in the community. The legal culture of the Indonesian nation today is also influenced by 
the pressure of the industry revolution era 4.0. In this era we can see from the behavior of Indonesian life that 
describes it. a very easy example to see is the change of thinking in the face of a dispute. Formerly the Indonesian 
nation in resolving the dispute, the disagreement was resolved by deliberation for consensus, in a peaceful way, but 
the present development of each dispute arose more and more resolved in court, although everyone knows that there 
is a shift of justice in the courts so it is no longer a place to seek justice . On the other hand many of the behaviors 
that harm the society are not resolved. This does not mean that there are no rules, laws and weak legal structures. but 
because of the weakness of legal culture and the level of legal awareness began to decline. 

The legal awareness of Indonesian society has grown steadily no better but has declined. This is because the 
legal culture of the Indonesian nation has shifted to a matrialistic behavior. Growing views are not only triggered 
because of the ineffectiveness of the law. The ineffectiveness of this law in addition to many legal products that are 
not in accordance with the soul and values that live in Indonesian society but rather to a situation that only thinks for 
itself does not care about other people, so that people understand the law not because awareness of the significance 
of the law but rather for fear of law enforcement officials. This condition became the trigger of thinking to the public 
that the law is the officer. so that if no officer is considered there is no law. If examined in the behavior of the 
Indonesian nation in the past, the observance of society on a rule not because of fear of the authorities but they are 
aware of the importance and purpose of existing rules. This can be seen in swapraja regions that have local rules 
(local wisdom). 

The local community will abide by the rules with a high awareness that the rule is for the good without any 
officer always supervising and arranging the implementation of the regulation. The high legal culture of the people 
is a society that does not tend to violate the law even though no law officer sees it. 

 
5. The Empathy Behavior of Building Legal Awareness 

Judging from the substance of the law, we can see the consciousness of the law is not a law because it has 
never obtained a proof that the content of legal awareness is indeed true. We cannot say for instance that a legal 
awareness of a living environment for example exists or the legal consciousness of all members of society or of the 
great majority demands a thing. We are blind to that. So that legal consciousness is nothing but a shadow or a vague 
assumption about what it should be 'by law or simply by public opinion. To realize the proof then we must master all 
the circumstances and must be considered before all the factors that lead to the department. 

25Ibid Esmi Warassih Pujirahayu (2005, p.  96) 
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Legal awareness in law reform cannot be absolute released from society. This means that what is encountered 
is social realities in a broad sense. As in Indonesia, where heterogeneous societies with different levels of society, 
from simple to complex societies, will face differentiation which then leads to the structure of society. In simple 
society the law arises and grows together with the life experiences of citizens. Here the organizers make more 
regulation of the law that grows and develops in the community, on the contrary it seems to happen in a complex 
society law is difficult for the emergence of law from below. A high degree of differentiation in its structure brings 
consequences to a variety of categories and interests that do not rule out conflicting possibilities. Although the law 
comes and is determined from the state organizers, the source remains from the community. 

The general formulation of the reactions of legal consciousness in more concrete terms is then made a general 
rule of law awareness is difficult because new legal consciousness reacts if human beings are aware of their 
responsibility in making decisions about a matter. In the legal order operating in a society is basically the 
embodiment of the legal ideals embraced in the society into various sets of rules of positive law, legal institutions 
and processes (the behavior of state administrators and citizens means that in essence the law as a behavioral code of 
society rooted in the ideas, tastes, intentions, creations and thoughts of society itself). 

Humans are born already in the midst of life, in the midst of history, society, religion, politics, language and 
culture. We all live in life in another world, from institutions, laws, with sophisticated goals, and the temptations of 
civilization. 

However, the romanticism of the natural life of social harmony in a civilization, human nature is in the circle 
of the power of disruptive civilization began felt by the perpetrators of life. The advantages of society as a society he 
clearly holds far greater than the almost insurmountable solitary life26, "and" from the experience finding that they 
can more easily meet their needs by helping each other and even more, here there is no individual thing in a universe 
that is more profitable to humans than to human beings who live with empathy. Yet all, or almost all, in the ethical 
node is a route to the legal consciousness that encourages the birth of various virtues27. 

As a creature who always wants to mix with other human beings, humans will be in silence if life is outside 
the network of order, whatever form and purpose both internal and external. Sociologically illustrates28, that humans 
are a group of people who must make extensive communication with various problems both personally and 
community. The personal and community relationships go naturally along with each other's needs, so for that to 
require this social networking network, specifically the author uses the writings of Vincent Jeffries and H. Edward 
Ransford Social Stratification a multiple hierarchy approach, especially about The Multiple Hierarchy Model and 
The Ideology of Ethnic Stratification as a connecting knife. Some approaches that the author uses in this tulsian are; 
first, the social stratification that exists in society is a single hierarchy model (SingleHierarchy Model) and multiple 
hierarchy model (Multiple Hierarchy Model)29. A single hierarchy model, there are two assumptions, that the family 
is the right unit to form empathetic attitudes and community norms to be used in social stratification systems. While 
the compound hierarchy expose the online users in understanding the legal norms in building a good relationship. 
Man wants to be bound and bond made it himself, but at the same time he seeks to escape from the bond he made 
himself, when felt not fit anymore. Then at the same time most humans are unaware of their thinking and disobey 
the rules they make themselves. 

Schuyt and Ellickson in Satjipto Rahardjo state that the law is not always true, it does not monopolize the 
truth, the law can be wrong. Here disobedience to the law needs to be heard and accepted as an attempt to correct 
something that is not true. There was a continuous struggle between law making and rule breaking30. In this 
disruptive era, one of the problems that still arises is the shifting of community empathy that encourages legal 
awareness and legal obedience is not evenly distributed in society, so then the law that is interpreted justice 
experience turbolence from the many law enforcement process because the legal principles are more appreciated as 
a mere procedural technical issue. Many people who think as innocent as they have not been prosecuted despite 
ethical and moral violations, uncontrolled behavior and disobedience to the law31, have not yet been proven to be 
legally wrongful in court. The result then becomes a game tool to seek victory in disputes or litigation in courts and 

26 Davies, 2011, treatment of the broad philosophical implications of Jaak Panksepp's discoveries in affective 
neuroscience. 

27 Spinoza, 1982, writes in III, Definition of the Emotions, p35s, p. 173 
28 Álvaro Morcillo Laiz & Klaus Schlichte, International organizations, their staff and their legitimacy: Max Weber 

for IR, Cambridge Review of International Affairs, p. 29:4  
29Vincent Jeffries and H. Edward Ransford, 1980, Social Stratification a multiple hierarchy approach, (Boston : 

Allyn and Bacon, Inc), p. 3-12. 
30Satjipto Rahardjo, 2008, Biarkan Hukum Mengalir, (Jakarta : Kompas), p. 7 
31Ibid 
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not to uphold justice, truth and order in society. Law enforcement then plays or gets trapped in the game of norms 
regardless of human beings as subjects who must be served with justice and ethical and moral32 based law 
accompanied by awareness and legal obedience. 

Ethics and morals in the perspective of the psychology of the law based on empathy will reinforce the 
fulfillment of the elements of comprehensive justice, Titchner (Goleman, 2003) states that empathy comes from a 
kind of physical imitation of the burden of others, which then gives rise to similar feelings in a person33. According 
to Johnson empathy is a tendency to understand the condition or state of mind of others34. A person who empathizes 
is described as a tolerant, friendly, self-controlling, humanistic individual. Taufik (2012) defines empathy as an 
activity to understand what other people are thinking and feeling, and what the observer thinks, perceiver, of the 
condition that other people are experiencing without lossing control of themselves35, Empathic concern (Empathetic 
attention), is one's orientation towards others in the form of sympathy, pity, and care for others who have difficulty. 
This aspect relates positively to emotional reactions and helpful behavior to others36. 

Epistimologi is about building online law awareness online in surfing in the virtual world with the attitude of 
reading and empathy in looking at online narratives, metaphors from the moral laboratory approached a brief 
summary of research and theory. In absorbing narratives can stimulate the imagination of empathic. The reader 
along with the author / narrator in a thought experiment (fictitiously), imagines how it will be in the shoescertain 
characters, with certain motives, in certain circumstances, meet certain events. That would explain why narration 
can produce an expansion of the reader's consciousness, especially so as to include fellow human beings. Fiction can 
stimulate the reader to consider the narratives they read as mind experiments, creating distance between them and 
events, allowing them to experiment more freely by taking on different character positions of themselves, also in 
moral terms. Literary features, such as ambiguous gaps and characterization, can stimulate the reader to make more 
mentally conclusions, thus practicing their mind theory37. 

Law and psychology are different, when viewed from the point of difference. But psychology and law are 
also the same, when viewed from the similarity. Where do we want to see? When viewed from the formal object is 
different. On the other hand the material objects are both equal, human. If both deal with human problems, why not 
cooperate? By understanding the problem was not excessive if the author expects philosophical reflection using 
psychology in building the character of law. Because the expected contribution of psychology to the contextual side 
contributes to the development of legal consciousness as reflected in Hutchins' (1933) statement that law is always 
based on assumptions about how people behave and psychologists know how people behave. Interesting question 
above. Judging from the year when it was delivered it shows a long-standing awareness of how much relevance 
involves psychology in legal matters. The consciousness arises precisely because the jurists are aware that the law 
cannot be merely in the book but more important is how the law is in behavior. In other words, the expansion point 
of view from law in books to law in actions brings psychology to participate in various aspects of the law38. 

Hutchins believes in prosperity, technology and "" world order "" to bring the 21st century the implications of 
building legal awareness through education both at the level of internal and external communities are efforts to help 
people become intelligent in order to develop the ultimate power in understanding the construction of conscious 
building their laws. 

The potential of empathy is to be included as an important element in living, especially in building legal 
awareness. This challenges the conception of legal practice, although it must still refer to an increase in empirical 
facts that show the interaction between cognition that affects and reflects the reality of emotion in the practice of 
life. 

"The absence of human power to control and observe the emotions themselves and others so it is very 
susceptible to the luck that the era of disruption where we have to start remembering constantly and repeatedly to be 
able to avoid the pressure from the effects of innovation technology that continues to move dynamically even though 
in fact simplify human life, but along with it innovation technology has a strong compressive power to the aspect of 
life of the nation and state whether consciously or not. 

32Mahfud MD, 2009, Konstitusi dan Hukum dalam Kontroversi Isu, (Jakarta : Rajawali Press), p. 68 
33Goleman, Daniel, 2003,  Emotional Intelligence: Why It Can Matter More Than IQ, New York. 
34Sari, A. T. O & Eliza, M. 2003. Empati dan Perilaku Merokok di tempat umum. Jurnal Psikologi, No. 2, p. 81-90 
35Taufik., 2012,  Empati: pendekatan psikologi sosial. Jakarta: Raja Grafindo. 
36Mark H.  Davis, 1980, A Multidimensional Approach to Individual Differences in Empathy, JSAS Catalog of 

Selected Documents in Psychology,  10, p. 85. 
37Hakemulder, Jèmeljan, 2000, The Moral Laboratory. Experiments Examining the Effects of Reading Literature on 

Social Perception and Moral Self-Concept, Amsterdam. 
38Hutchins, Robert Maynard, 1899-1977, The Learning Society, New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1968, p. 142  
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Deeper and more basic level descriptions, is when humans are confident to free surf using technology they 
are aware of their actions and do not know what the cause of that freedom is. Empirically has provided evidence to 
support this insight and an explanation of Emotions and that related to empathy are the necessary causes of our 
actions, he is in control of the mental decisions no more than the lust itself. His deeds are the necessary result or 
expression of emotions, desires, and thoughts. In addition, Spinoza regards emotion as the expression and 
manifestation of one's passive or active posture in the world39. 

They include affective and cognitive components, as well as expressive or passive postures. Spinoza goes on 
to tell the reader that our actions stem from the formation of our minds by our memories. Without memory, he says, 
we can not act at all. "We can not take action from mental decisions unless memory comes into play," he wrote40. 
Memory, in turn, is determined by its causal antecedents and context, since "it is not within the unconstrained mind 
power of the mind to remember or forget anything"41. Online users harbor the illusion that our unbound mental 
decisions rather than what they actually do are driven by imagination and memory. For those "who believe it they ... 
do anything from the mindless lifestyle decisions that their eyes dream openly after being in cyberspace. 

But the mind does not have the power of will in empathizing to avoid personal or group interests that we 
have, the power of the mind tomeditating on himself and forming more adequate ideas (Spinoza, 1982, p4, p.206). 
Thinking of playing with the same needs as the body of the cause. In fact, Spinoza considers thinking and doing, 
thinking and acting, as aspects of the same necessary process playing in each of us and in Nature as a whole. In 
addition, Spinoza argues that thinking is affective in nature. It is because "the mind and the body are one and the 
same thing" (though understood in two different ways: Spinoza, 1982, IIIp2s, pp. 107). Consequently, thinking is 
manifested, and action is the expression of our desires. Therefore, desire is not just something that everyone has 
among other capacities and abilities, but that is our basic essence, empathy to survive and advance ourselves in order 
to change our own desires and thoughts to care for others, from passive active, from disruptive era pressures. How 
did this happen and how did it work? It is the process of thinking, through practice, and it can be taught how to 
empathize to change our desires, in the daily life of the little ones, which is basically the desire to do good with what 
we have. Thus our mind can intervene to change our ignorance to others, and this must be done continuously, thus 
forming attitudes and beliefs that will encourage legal awareness in living both internally and externally42 '. Why is 
this so? Spinoza tells us that there are only two ways we can understand our world and our experience, "well as far 
as we imagine [things] exist in relation to time and place, or as far as we imagine them to follow from necessity 
nature43. Spinoza draws contrast here between a local perspective and a universal perspective, and between an 
imaginative cognitive understanding and a rational understanding. Local is also passive while the universal one must 
be found for ourselves and hence he called it active. We find the following more detailed mental description of 
passive vs. mental activity: the limitations of the mind we have, not enough, but only the confusing knowledge, of 
itself, of his own body, and of the external bodies, as long as he feels the things of the natural order the common, 
that is, as long as it is determined externally, from chance meeting with things, to regard this or that, and not so long 
as it is internally determined, from the fact that it considers a number of things at once, to understand their 
covenants, differences, and contradictions . For so often as it is disposed internally, in this or any other way, it sees 
things clearly and clearly. In passive thinking, the links that fill our self-understanding of ourselves and the world 
are picked up passively by the mind from the ways in which the local context - that is what Spinoza refers to 'the 
common commands of nature'  connect or connect things with one another and ourselves with and in our immediate 
time and place44. Therefore the mind is passive, its weakness, its firmness because of its nature embedded in its 
direct external state, its narrow context, who write themselves unfocused in our minds and fill each of us with an 
external association of time and place. And we act only from this superficial and passive (and we will add today, 
'unconscious') understanding of who we are. 

The problem is our knowledge is not enough for who we really are but only partially and confused. It also 
presents affective (emotional and motivational): for, as Spinoza wrote, "man does need to always submit to passive 
emotions and follow the general rules of his environment, and obey them45. The amount for passive acceptance and 

39 Spinoza, 1982, writes in III, Definition of the Emotions #1, p. 142 
40Spinoza, 1982, IIIp2s, p. 107 
41Spinoza, 1982, IIIp2s, p.108 
 
42Spinoza, 1982, IVp27, p. 169 
43Spinoza,1982, Vp29s, p. 218 
44ibid 
45Spinoza, 1982, IVp4cor, p. 158 
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event surrender to our own corner of the world, our own moment, and the non-reflective embodiment of our narrow 
experience with all their emotional tyranny and motivation. 

The social interaction between involved social actors is reviewed by Herbert Blumer, 196946, the theory of 
symbolic birth of interactionism with terminology: Behavior must be noticed so much in terms of its meaning to 
others and society in general but what it means you, the actor. Also the way other people respond or respond to your 
behavior greatly affects your own response and reactions. We all live in the perfection of our own perception of 
reality, which we read the correspondent, not the truth, and we act in an interaction in accordance at all or read the 
situation, which includes from our perception of why others are reading it47. If the symbolic theory of interactionism 
is traced, it is rooted in pragmatism or intrumentalism from the theory of social recognition / social psychologist 
George Herbet mead. This viewpoint that the human mind is not photocopies from the outside world, but is the 
result of human activity in a macro environment. The actor will weigh, assess and ultimately choose certain attitudes 
and bounds of the various possibilities that exist through thinking as an individual process of integrating with 
oneself, the individualchoose the stimulus that will be in response48. In this active process, the human mind not only 
acts as an instrument to act or behave but to be part of human attitude and behavior, human behavior always begins 
with the process of understanding and interpretation. 

If the symbolic theory of interactionism is traced, it is rooted in pragmatism or intrumentalism from the 
theory of social recognition / social psychologist George Herbet mead. This viewpoint that the human mind is not 
photocopies from the outside world, but is the result of human activity in a macro environment. The actor will 
weigh, judge and ultimately choose certain attitudes and bounds of the various possibilities that exist through 
thinking as an individual process of integrating with oneself, the individual choosing which stimulus to respond to49. 
In this active process, the human mind not only acts as an instrument to act or behave but becomes part of human 
attitude and behavior, human behavior always begins with the process of understanding and interpretation. 

The three reasoning in the author's mind that can be conveyed from Herbert Blumer's view is: First that man 
acts toward things on the basis that there are things for them. Such include everything that human beings may be 
concerned about is objective word-physical, such categories as humans such as friends or enemies, institutions, 
guiding ideals. The Second is the meaning of such things being bullied, or else arising from the social interaction 
that someone has someone follow. Third is this meaning is made, and modified through the interpreative process 
used by those who suffer from indealing no matter what he encounters50. 

Through the content of basic values in law, the law aims to protect the interests of the society in relation to 
the movement of rights and obligations to the realm of equilibrium51. According to Gustaf Radbruch, the existence 
of law is intended for the existence of justice, certainty and usefulness52. Laws with values want to realize that their 
presence is intended to protect and promote values as a basis for legalizing the presence and operation of the law. 
The solution of the problem of law today, through the hermaneutic approach to the tendency which the 
postmodernists disregard53, albeit historically hermaneuticactually not a new approach at all. As a moment of 
knowledge in the field of scholarship, hermaneutik actually has developed since the days of ancient Greece. The first 
person to popularize hermaneutics was Schleiermacher, who was later subjected to 20th century figures such as 
Wilhemlm Diltthey, Martin Heidigger, Hans Georg, Paul Ricoeur, and Jacques Derrida. According to 
Schleiermacher, everyone is able to return to the inner process of the author of the text. Thus, the method of legal 
discovery based on the text (text) of legislation, doctrine, etc. can be highlighted by this hermaneutic approach54. 
The re-emergence of the hermaneutic paradigm in social studies and humanities takes place along with the 
emergence of a postpositivism paradigm called contructivism. These people are suing and questioning the truth of 

46Herbert Blumer, 1969, Symbolic Interactionism: Perspective and Method. Berkeley: University of California 
Press. In this seminal work, Blumer delineates symbolic interactionism as a distinct sociological framework. In 
developing the ideas of GH Mead into a set of basic propositions, Blumer’s text is perhaps the definitive source 
on interactionist theory and method. This work inspired a legion of scholars in the years to come after its 
publication, and it remains an often-cited work across sociology.  p. 5. 79 

47J.E Hall Williarms, 1982, Criminology and criminal justice, Butterworth; 1st Ed. Edition, p. 142 
48 Blumer H (1962) Society as symbolic interaction. In: Rose AM (ed.) Human Behavior and Social Processes. 

Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., p. 179–92. 
49Ibid 
50Ibid 
51Endang Sutrisno, 2007,  Bunga Rampai Hukum dan Globalisasi, Yogyakarta, Genta Press,  p. 167 
52 Theo Huijbers, 1982, Filsafat Hukum Dalam Lintasan Sejarah, Jogyakarta, Kanisius,  p. 162 
53 Bruggink, JJ. H., 1996, Refleksi Tentang Hukum, Alih Bahasa Arief Sidharta, Cipta Aditya Bakti, Bandung, p. 209 
54 Bernard Arief Shidarta, 2006, Refleksi Tentang Struktur Ilmu Hukum, Bandung , Cv. Mandar Maju, p. 140 
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positivist statements about what is called the variability principle and the theory of neutrality of observation55. 
Building awareness of community law, can be seen from the presence or absence of a person's willingness subject to 
obey the law, obedience to the law, it is determined by his consciousness, that is what is in the sociology of legal 
literature called Legal awareness56. The meaning of legal awareness here is the mental condition of a subject when 
must face up an imperative normative to determine the choice of behavior, which is complete two-dimensional. The 
first dimension of his cognitive demension, his knowledge of the laws governing certain behaviors he performs 
(whether forbid, whether ordered). Meanwhile the so-called second dimension is its effective dimension, namely its 
insistence that the law it knows is actually to be obeyed57. Soetandyo Wignjosoebroto asserted, there are actually 
two obedience, namely the outward fidelity and the obedience that permeates to the inner58. 

 
6. Conclusion 

The development of national legal awareness in the perspective of the disruftive era, must pay attention to the 
procedure of the law of the law, all institutions of society both internal and external cultivate legal awareness with 
empathy attitude in doing online activities both verbal and narative, convey information wisely and wisely, holders 
of sovereignty in accordance with its function of social control of government institutions in organizing the state 
dimension of solidarity and justice as an effort to revitalize legal awareness and reflect in the life of nation and state. 

With the infradiscipline it can be drawn to the thread that law has some convergence, since both embrace the 
positiveness, mere peculiarity and axiology, the law can be established with a real moral norm based on an 
empathetic attitude that implies beyond the principles of justice. In addition, psychologically it can be argued that 
the biological nature of man is a stepping stone in every case to define the overall purpose of the law. Besides the 
nature of human biology is the source of sociolitas, the psychic attachment, which makes the emotional union of the 
individual into a possible group. However, in the specific elaboration of human biology we can see from the 
beginning of space and time in building legal awareness in interacting generally and online specifically. 

In the life of the nation and the state of the legal consciousness of the Indonesian nation has been thinned 
from the nature, personality and identity of the Indonesian nation. The depletion of legal awareness of the 
Indonesian nation is influenced by internal and external factors. The internal faculty deals with the empathy and the 
understanding of the Indonesian nation in carrying out the law, while the external factor is related to the 
development of information and technology, the ideas or the influence of thought from the foreign culture so quickly 
absorbed by society. The condition of legal awareness in Indonesia is one of the factor that resulted in the state of 
life of the nation and state is mentally ill, because the metobolism of public legal consciousness is being disturbed, 
according to the author of legal awareness is one of the elements in the process of law development that is very 
influential, as well as in law enforcement. The formation of law and law enforcement is a manifestation of the 
development of legal awareness, it can be said that the legal awareness of the law will be negative in the process of 
law development. 

Based on the above conclusions, the things that need to be suggested are as follows: First, Need to improve 
the model of higher education law that has only studied the law alone, now and in the future need sociological and 
psychological approach with emphasis on increased legal awareness. Second, the establishment of legislation refers 
to the soiological and philosophical values that underlie the life of the people of the archipelago, so that the people 
do notapathetic in the implementation of legislation. 
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